“The Ultimate Escape To Tranquility”

A Distinguished Charm
At the heart of the tantalizing and picturesque mountains of Faqra Club lies
Mille Huit Cent an exceptional iconic residential community for a distinguished
lifestyle. Mille Huit Cent’s anticipated unique charm is set to become one of the
most exclusive residential addresses providing the ultimate escape to tranquility.

Faqra Club, The Exclusive Address
Nestled in a prominent hillside of the prestigious Faqra Club, in a region well
renowned for its unique charm and ultimate luxurious lifestyle, Mille Huit Cent
takes advantage of the site constraints by positioning itself along the slope in order
to maximize the townhouses lifestyle in a serene and sensational ambiance. Mille
Huit Cent residents will benefit from Faqra Club’s endless spectrum of accessible
social, dynamic and tranquil activities.

Concept
Named after the site’s impressive altitude of 1800 meter s above sea level, Mille Huit Cent takes its inspiration from both the phenomenal naturally-sculptured rock
forms that characterize the region’s landscape and the elegant wooden “Swiss Chalet” style.

Master Plan
Being enviably positioned between two conveniently accessible roads at the
heart of the tantalizing and picturesque mountains, Mille Huit Cent offers a
total of twenty two simplexes and duplexes while accentuating the detached
individual villa style. Its master plan aims at creating an exclusive private gated
community which offers varying apartment sizes ranging between 134m2 to

540m2 in order to cater for a wide range of needs.

View
Mille Huit Cent is characterized by its surrounding and stunning views that
extend into the distant coastline.The residents will benefit from an exclusive,
peaceful and breathtaking view of Faqra Mountains well renowned for their
scenic beauty.

Modern Design
Mille Huit Cent consists of premium “Swiss Chalet” styled townhouses which exude
with a genuine feel of elegance and warm belonging. The townhouses offer an
array of 2 to 4 bedrooms with a tasteful combination of “Lava stone” and parquet
flooring assorted with wood and natural stone cladding.The external façade of the
townhouses is inspired by the use of outer brick, stone and wood cladding delivered
with high-end finishing.

Landscape
Located in the core of Faqra Club, a round the year Lebanese destination,
Mille Huit Cent residents will enjoy a beautifully designed landscape, a super
friendly pedestrian network including walking paths set among lush greenery
in the summer and snow during the winter. Mille Huit Cent constitutes an
unprecedented opportunity to personalize and mold your most preferred
all-season refuge.

Leisure & Lifestyle In Faqra Club
Shop till you drop and treat yourself to fine dining with your clique all while admiring the dazzling view of the mountains and open landscapes. Indulge in practicing a myriad of year round
hobbies and sports from jogging to swimming in Faqra Club pool, playing tennis, biking, horseback riding & all-season skiing.

Facilities
In order to assert a feeling of privacy, Mille Huit Cent provides every single apartment with a mesmerizing view, its own secluded garden and/or roof terrace, private underground car park
space, storage room and heating/cooling system. Additional underground space is left versatile to incorporate a gym and a kids play area which will help in creating a seamless integration
of the projects in its site. Mille Huit Cent residents will enjoy a safe and hassle free stay thanks to the 24hours security system, maintenance team and concierge service.

Projects in Progress

Sursock Yards is a high-end residential development by Premium Projects located in the center of Quartier Sursock, one of the most prestigious of Beirut/Rmeil and walking distance from the

An iconic building of exclusive sea and mountain views residences located in Solidere, Beirut. ONE OAK Residences is another ongoing project by Premium Projects where refinement melds with modern

vibrant area of Downtown Solidere. It offers an array of apartment sizes ranging from 178m2 to 550m2 with private terraces

lifestyle for an experience of timeless sophistication. It offers an array of apartment sizes ranging from 292m2 to 1000m2 with private terraces and shop sizes ranging from 185m2 to 445m2

Located at the corner of Omar Daouk street, in Solidere, Downtown Beirut. Stratum office building is another ongoing project of Premium Projects which redefines business luxury, and
creates a corporate atmosphere that combines business activities with a relaxing environment. It offers an array of office sizes ranging from 200m2 to 900m2 and shop sizes ranging
from to 147m2 to 644m2.
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The details contained in the brochure are intended to give a general feel of the proposed
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development and layouts.The company reserves the right to alter any part of the development
or floor layouts at any time. The content herein will not be binding to the company. The full
terms and conditions of sale are contained in the company’s sale contract, constituting a sole
legally binding document to the company.
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